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Flag-carriers barely present in many
UK-EU markets; post-Brexit concerns?
With the UK’s Brexit deadline now only 10 months away, there
is still no certainty regarding what will happen to commercial
flight operations between the UK and the EU’s remaining 27
members. While there is talk of a transition phase when
nothing much changes, it is generally acknowledged that the
current fully liberalised environment is unlikely to remain in the
long term.

Adria Airways has just 3% of the Slovenian market, which is
dominated by easyJet (70%) and Wizz Air (27%). The much
bigger Polish market, which has boomed since Poland joined
the EU in 2004, is also dominated by LCCs. Ryanair and Wizz Air
share 86% of seat capacity with British Airways and LOT Polish
Airlines both having just 4% each of the market.

For many years flights between nations in Europe were
controlled by bilateral air service agreements between country
pairs. These tended to allow the flag-carriers (most of which
were still owned by their respective governments) to operate a
cosy duopoly, even to the extent of sharing revenues on routes.
This meant there was little or no incentive to innovate, improve
service, reduce fares or become more efficient. While those
days now seem a long time ago, the UK’s decision to leave the
EU means that it may have to start negotiating from scratch
bilateral agreements with 27 countries.

By far the single biggest EU country market from the UK is
Spain, with over 25 million departing seats in 2017 on
scheduled services. That makes the Spanish market over 150%
larger than the next biggest markets to Germany and Italy.

Flag-carriers dominate to Belgium and Finland

British Airways and Iberia shared just over 10% of scheduled
seat capacity in 2017, with the UK carrier having the majority of
that. The leading airline last year between the UK and Spain
was Ryanair. The Irish ULCC had just over 25% of the market,
followed by easyJet (21%), Jet2.com (12%), TUI Airways (11%),
British Airways (10%), Monarch Airlines (7%), Thomas Cook
Airlines (6%), Vueling (4%) and Norwegian (3%).

BA and Iberia have just 10% of massive UK-Spain market

Charter airlines have played a significant role on routes
between the UK and Spain since package tours took off in the
1960s. Given the importance of UK tourists to the Spanish
economy, the Spanish government in particular might want a
fairly relaxed bilateral between the UK and Spain, post-Brexit.

Welcome

The ANKER Report was in Finland
recently, a guest of Business Tampere
speaking at the Tampere Aviation
Forum. My presentation there forms
the basis of this week’s lead story,
which looks at UK-EU markets and the
role of various carriers.
There is analysis on Air Moldova,
Primera Air, Tampere and a look at the
leading airlines marketing and operating turboprop flights across Europe.
Plus all the usual new route news and
analysis, updated airport traffic stats
from airports in 25 countries and six
country snapshots involving the Baltics,
Croatia, Denmark, France, Italy, and
the Netherlands.

While it is unlikely that any new bilateral agreement between
the UK and the remaining EU members would be as basic as
only allowing the designated flag-carriers to operate, it is
interesting to analyse the scheduled seat capacity between the
Ralph Anker UK and the other EU members in 2017 to see what market
ralph@anker-report.com share flag-carriers had. The only two country markets from the
UK where flag-carriers enjoyed over 70% of scheduled seat
capacity last year were Belgium and Finland. Luxembourg was
the only other market where flag-carrier capacity (offered by
British Airways and Luxair) exceeded 60%.
Only four other markets (Austria, Hungary, the Netherlands and
Sweden) saw flag-carriers account for at least half of all seat
capacity. At the other end of the scale, both Lithuania and
Slovakia are only served from the UK by Ryanair and Wizz Air,
neither of which can really claim to be the flag-carrier of either
country.
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If, in a post-Brexit world, only carriers with AOCs in the
countries involved were permitted to operate, then this could
have a significant impact. This explains why Wizz Air has now
acquired a UK AOC and began its first flights using it in early
May. Ryanair submitted an application for a UK AOC last
December. It hopes to have obtained the AOC by the end of
2018, but says this is only to allow it to continue operating its
three UK domestic routes. According to FlightGlobal schedules
data Ryanair currently operates six
UK domestic routes: London STN to continues on page 12
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Primera Air to operate nine transatlantic routes by the end of S18;
London STN now busiest airport with Newark routes leading ASKs
While Primera Air is probably a new name to passengers
in France, the UK and the US, it has actually been
operating since 2003, when it launched as a charter
provider. The airline operates under two different IATA
codes; PF for Primera Air Scandinavia and 6F for Primera
Air Nordic. Possibly inspired by Norwegian’s example,
the airline’s management has embarked on major
expansion this summer with a strong focus on the UK
market, especially transatlantic flights.
Nine transatlantic routes launched in S18
By the end of this summer, Primera Air is expected to
have launched nine routes between Europe and
destinations in North America: from Birmingham to New
York EWR (launched 18 May) and Toronto (23 June);
London STN to Boston (18 May), New York EWR (19
April), Toronto (31 May) and Washington IAD (22
August); and from Paris CDG to Boston (21 June), New
York EWR (18 May) and Toronto (22 June). A tenth route
between Birmingham and Boston was announced and
was on sale for several months before being abandoned
earlier this year due to low demand.
Only one A321neo so far – more to follow
According to planespotters.net, Primera Air’s total fleet
consists of one A321neo (OY-PAA, delivered in April),
seven 737-800s and two 737-700s. The airline is
expecting delivery of five further A321neos in the
coming months. These aircraft are critical to the airline’s
transatlantic operations.
Because of delays in delivery, the transatlantic services
are currently being served using a 757 from National
Airlines (N176CA operating the Birmingham to Newark
route) and a 767 from euroAtlantic Airways (CS-TKR
operating the Paris to Newark service). The sole
A321neo is currently used on the airline’s routes from
Stansted to New York and Boston.
At present only four of the transatlantic routes are
operating. The airline is, presumably, hoping to take
delivery of additional A321neos in time for the five
remaining transatlantic route launches to avoid having
to wet-lease in any additional aircraft. It is worth
recalling that when Norwegian launched long-haul flights
with 787s, it too had delivery problems and had to use a
number of wet-leased aircraft.
Newark routes top ASK rankings
Analysis of the airline’s expected network in September
reveals that, as measured by ASKs (Available Seat
Kilometres), all of the transatlantic routes appear in the
top 10, headed by the daily services from London and
Paris to Newark. The only non-transatlantic route in the
top 10 is Copenhagen to Malaga which is served 10weekly.
The three transatlantic routes from Stansted appear in
the top four with the London airport’s routes to Alicante
and Malaga also making the top 15. These two Spanish
routes face considerable competition with Jet2.com and
Ryanair already operating daily on both routes and
easyJet also serving the Malaga route.
Stansted is busiest airport in September
With the planned launch of 5-weekly flights from London
STN to Washington IAD on 22 August, the UK airport will
become the airline’s busiest in September for weekly
departures with 35, edging out Malaga with 33 and
Copenhagen with 30. However, the airports with the
widest range of routes in September are Billund (14) and
Copenhagen (12). Regarding ‘summer sun’ destinations,
Malaga and Palma de Mallorca lead the way, well ahead
of Chania.
A check on the airline’s website shows that return flights
to Washington are available in September for £348.
However, this is the Light option, which only allows 10kg
of hand luggage. The Comfort option which includes
meals, checked baggage and priority seating would
increase the return fare to £448.
More new routes coming this winter
The airline has already announced several new routes
that will launch during W18/19. These include
Manchester and Paris CDG to Malaga, Birmingham and
London STN to both Gran Canaria and Tenerife TFS, and
Birmingham to Alicante.
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France: Only Paris BVA failed to register at least 3%
growth in March among France’s top 12 airports, as the
earlier Easter clearly benefited many airports, with
Nantes in particular reporting impressive growth of 27%.
Air France’s LCC Transavia grew seat capacity by over
23% but both Air France and HOP! showed small cuts.
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Croatia: Modest 5% growth for Croatia’s airports in April
compared with 26% in March can also be attributed to
the earlier timing of Easter in 2018. Croatia Airlines,
which is as big as its six nearest rivals combined, showed
capacity growth of just 1%, while Lufthansa’s Eurowings
is the fastest-growing, with seats up 31%.
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Denmark: Passenger growth of 4% in April compared
with 5% in March. Aarhus’s 40% growth is down to SAS
launching a number of new routes from the airport for
S18. easyJet’s 34% growth is driven mostly by its new
route from Berlin TXL. Norwegian’s 19% capacity
increase is mostly down to increased frequencies.
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Flybe and Widerøe lead rankings for turboprop operations in Europe;
Austrian’s 1,740-kilometre Linz to Rhodes service is longest route
Flybe recently confirmed that its future fleet plans were
focussed on the Bombardier Q400, an aircraft which has
been the mainstay of its fleet for many years. It revealed
that the remaining Embraer E195s will leave the fleet by
April 2020, but that it will take delivery of four E175s in
2019. At present Flybe is operating 54 78-seat Q400s.
Flybe is biggest turboprop operator in Europe
Analysis of FlightGlobal schedules data for August 2018
shows that Flybe markets more seats operated on
turboprop aircraft than any other carrier in Europe, just
over twice as many as its nearest rival Widerøe in
Norway. However, around 15% of its turboprop capacity
is operated on its behalf by other carriers; Blue Islands,
Eastern Airways and Stobart Air. Just to confuse matters
further, Flybe also operates a small fleet of ATR 72s on
behalf of SAS.
A ranking of the top 15 airlines marketing turboprop
services includes a number of flag-carriers; Finnair (in
fifth), LOT Polish Airlines (in sixth), airBaltic, Olympic Air,
Aer Lingus, Austrian Airlines, SAS and Luxair. However, in
several cases, much of this capacity is operated on the
flag-carrier’s behalf by specialist regional airlines. Finnair
uses Nordic Regional, Aer Lingus uses Stobart Air
(previously known as Aer Arann) and SAS uses a mix of
Flybe and Regional Jet, the latter a subsidiary of Nordica
in Estonia. Conversely, Austrian Airlines not only does all
its own turboprop flying but it also operates services on
behalf of fellow Lufthansa Group member SWISS.
Fourth ranked Eurowings owes its position to LGW (or
Luftfahrtgesellschaft Walter), which used to operate
Q400s on behalf of airberlin before being taken over by
them. The regional carrier now operates its 20 Q400s
purely on behalf of Eurowings. Its top six routes are all
within Germany, four of them from Berlin TXL.
Flights between the Canary Islands provide Binter
Canarias and Air Europa with their top 10 rankings, while
Greece also provides two carriers in the top 15, Olympic
Air and Sky Express. In addition to Widerøe, the
presence of airBaltic, Braathens Regional, LOT and SAS
highlights the key role turboprops play in northern
Europe. It is worth noting that none of the airlines in the
top 15 are from two of Europe’s biggest country
markets, France and Italy.
LGW, Stobart Air big providers of capacity for others
If instead of looking at the marketing carrier, the leading
operators of turboprop capacity are identified, the top
two airlines (Flybe and Widerøe) remain unchanged.
However, LGW is now in third place followed by Austrian
Airlines, Stobart Air (which operates on behalf of both
Aer Lingus and Flybe) and Olympic Air, which not only
operates flights using its own OA code, but also provides
capacity on a number of routes for parent company
Aegean Airlines.
Austrian Airline has longest turboprop route in Europe
Analysis of the longest sectors flown by turboprops in
Europe this summer reveals the winner to be the 1,741kilometre route from Linz to Rhodes in Greece, operated
by Austrian Airlines. This Q400 service operates weekly
(Thursdays) and has a block time of 195 minutes. A
second weekly service, flown on Sundays using an A320,
has a block time of just 160 minutes. The second longest
sector, clocking in at 1,596 kilometres, is a new charter
service launched earlier in the month by Danish carrier
Alsie Express, between Sonderborg and Naples. This
route is served by an ATR 72.
The rest of the top 15 longest turboprop routes in
Europe contain an eclectic mix of airlines and airports;
including four routes between Iceland and Greenland,
three airBaltic routes from Riga to destinations in
Germany and two international routes operated by
Flybe. In several cases, as with the Austrian Airlines
route, the airline also operates some frequencies with a
jet aircraft.
There are also two routes from Gran Canaria; one to
Ponta Delgada in the Azores and the other to Melilla,
which is a Spanish enclave in Africa with a border to
Morocco.
Eurowings’s longest route operated by LGW’s Q400s is a
summer seasonal service (on Saturdays) from Berlin TXL
to Newquay in the south-west of England.
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Italy: The country’s airports saw passenger growth of
just over 7% in March with Naples (+45%) once again
leading the way. Catania, Milan MXP and Palermo also
reported double-digit growth. Eurowings (+41%) and
Volotea (+29%) were the fastest-growing major airlines
in Italy, with Alitalia capacity up less than 1%.
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Baltics: Double-digit growth in April across all four of the
biggest airports in the Baltic states of Estonia, Latvia and
Lithuania. The top four airlines also all increased their
seat capacity by more than 10%, with Wizz Air leading
the way and closing the gap on Ryanair to be the second
biggest carrier in the region after airBaltic.
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Netherlands: Amsterdam saw passenger growth of 3%
in April. As the country’s dominant airport its performance tends to overshadow the activities at other Dutch
airports. KLM grew seat capacity by a healthy 7% helped
by Air France handing over its service to Nantes to its
SkyTeam partner.
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Tampere growing again after Ryanair drops all but two routes
Tampere is the second-largest urban area in Finland
after Helsinki with a population of some 330,000 people,
of which 230,000 live in the city itself. A picturesque city
wedged between two lakes (Näsijärvi and Pyhäjärvi), the
difference in the level of the two lakes has been utilised
for many years as a means of generating power, leading
to the development of significant industry in the town.
Located around 160 kilometres north-north-west of
Helsinki, the Finnish capital can be reached in around 90
minutes by train and two hours by car.
Traffic peaked in 2008
Tampere-Pirkkala Airport is located 13 kilometres southwest of Tampere. Before the arrival of Ryanair in 2003,
annual passenger numbers were typically around
250,000. The Irish ULCC launched its first flights at the
airport in April 2003 to Stockholm NYO, followed by
London STN service in October of that year. The Swedish
route was terminated in early 2004, but new routes to
Frankfurt HHN (January) and Riga (October) followed in
2004. Dublin and Liverpool flights were added in 2006
with Bremen and Milan BGY joining the airport’s route
network in 2007.
In 2008 passenger numbers peaked at just over 700,000.
Ryanair continued to add more new routes:
• 2010: Edinburgh, Kaunas, Malaga and Oslo RYG;
• 2011: Alicante, Pisa, Rome CIA and Trapani;
• 2012: Budapest and Palma de Mallorca;
• 2013: Girona.
This meant that Ryanair had launched a total of 19
routes to Tampere between 2003 and 2013. However,
existing routes were dropped or had their frequency cut,
resulting in passenger numbers falling from 2012
through to 2016. In August 2015 seven routes still
remained, to Alicante, Bremen, Budapest, Frankfurt
HHN, London STN, Malaga and Milan BGY, all of which
were served 2-weekly, apart from the 3-weekly Milan
route. After dropping all flights for W15/16, Ryanair
resumed just two routes for S16, to Bremen and
Budapest, both of which are still operating in S18.
Connections to Helsinki, Riga and Stockholm hubs
The majority of Tampere’s traffic is now on routes
operated by flag-carriers to their main hubs. Finnair and
SAS operate multiple-daily flights to Helsinki and
Stockholm ARN, though both airlines use partner
airlines. In the case of Finnair, the flights are operated by
Nordic Regional Airlines’ ATR 72s, while SAS is currently
using Flybe to operate its Stockholm services, also using
ATR 72s. airBaltic has a 6-weekly service to its Riga hub
using Q400s. This route was re-launched in March 2017,
having previously been flown between 2008 and 2013.
To ensure the best possible connections to their hubs, all
three of these carriers have a very early morning
departure from Tampere. airBaltic’s service departs at
05:25 followed by Finnair at 06:15 and SAS at 06:20.
Because Finland is one hour ahead of Sweden, the SAS
flight actually arrives at 06:30 local time in the Swedish
capital. Finnair and SAS have other flights that leave later
in the day as well.
Peak arrival time just after midnight
The busiest time in the arrivals section of the terminal is
after midnight. Finnair (00:30), SAS (00:35) and airBaltic
(00:40) all have flights arriving within 10 minutes of each
other. These all arrive in Terminal 1. The airport has a
second terminal which is dedicated to Ryanair flights,
even though the carrier now has just four flights per
week. However, its aircraft can carry up to 189
passengers per flight compared with fewer than 80 on all
the airport’s other scheduled services.
€15m investment from Finavia this summer
The airport is undergoing some major renovation this
summer with Finavia spending €15 million on renovating
the runway and apron between March and August. As a
result, the runway has been shortened by 600 metres
and the ILS decommissioned. The full length of the
runway will again be in use between 18 June and 17 July
for the duration of the World Youth Athletics
Championships held in Tampere. After this, the airport
will remain closed for approximately four weeks, after
which it will be re-opened. It is worth mentioning that
the runway is also used by Satakunta Air Command, a
unit of the Finnish Air Force.
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Looking ahead, the airport is delighted that SAS will
launch weekly scheduled flights to Malaga in November,
though tickets are not yet on sale. This may be the
airline’s first route that does not involve a Scandinavian
airport. The new route was confirmed by SAS during the
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recent Tampere Aviation Forum event held at Tampere
Hall on 16 May, at which The ANKER Report was an
invited guest and speaker. Organised by Business
Tampere the all-day event featured presentations and
discussions from a range of industry experts.
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Air Moldova serving 30 destinations from Chisinau with seven
aircraft; Moscow is top route but Italy has most destinations
Founded in January 1993 and so celebrating its 25th
anniversary this year, Air Moldova is the flag-carrier of
Moldova and is based in the country’s capital, Chisinau.
Located in eastern Europe and bordered by Russia to the
north and Romania to the south, Moldova has a
population of around 3.5 million people spread across a
country slightly bigger than Belgium.
The airline’s fleet comprises two A320s, two A319s and
three 114-seat E190s. According to planespotters.net the
A320s were delivered to the airline in 2003 and 2011,
the A319s in 2015 and 2017 and the E190s in 2012, 2013
and 2016
Around 30 destinations served from Chisinau
In 2017 Chisinau Airport handled 2.74 million
passengers, which represented growth of 24.4%
compared with 2016. According to FlightGlobal schedule
data, Air Moldova’s share of scheduled seat capacity at
the airport in 2017 was 45%, with the next biggest
carrier, Fly One, having 14% of seats. Passenger numbers
at the airport in the first quarter of 2018 are up 10%.
Last year Air Moldova served 31 destinations from
Chisinau. During 2017 new routes were launched to
Dubai (2-weekly from 23 November), Geneva (2-weekly
from 15 December) and Krasnodar (4-weekly from 28
April). The Dubai service, which departs Chisinau at
21:30 on Mondays and Thursdays and arrives in Dubai at
03:20 on Tuesdays and Fridays, is currently only
operating until 28 June.
So far in 2018 the airline has added new routes to
Ekaterinburg (3-weekly from 28 April) and Tel Aviv (3weekly from 6 May). Apart from the new routes, the
airline’s biggest increase in capacity in S18 versus S17, is
on routes to Antalya and St. Petersburg.
Russian routes top ASK rankings
Analysis of the airline’s biggest routes, as measured by
ASKs (Available Seat Kilometres), which takes into
account sector length, frequency and aircraft size, shows
that the airline’s top two routes in S18 are both to
destinations in Russia; Moscow DME and St. Petersburg.
The leading routes to destinations in the EU are London
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STN (on which just over 60,000 passengers flew in 2017),
Dublin, Rome FCO and Frankfurt. Unusually for a nonLCC, Air Moldova serves the Paris market by flying to
Paris BVA, an airport dominated by the ULCCs Ryanair
and Wizz Air. While Air Moldova serves four destinations
in Russia, it serves seven destinations in Italy; Bologna,
Florence, Milan, Rome, Turin, Venice and Verona.
Competition on the airline’s routes comes from a
number of carriers including Aeroflot (to Moscow),
Austrian Airlines (to Vienna), Fly One (to several
destinations), Lufthansa (to Frankfurt), TAROM (to
Bucharest), Turkish Airlines (to Istanbul IST), and Wizz Air
(to Athens, Barcelona, Bologna, London, Milan, Rome
and Venice).
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Latest European route news
Launched routes

from London to Kefalonia. Now under Fraport control,
the Greek airport welcomed almost 630,000 passengers
last year, up 15% on 2016.

Aegean Airlines has begun serving the capital of Croatia.
On 14 May the Star Alliance carrier began 3-weekly
service from Athens to Zagreb with flights operated by
Olympic Air using its Q400s. Until the beginning of June
flights will only operate 2-weekly. According to
FlightGlobal schedules data, Croatia Airlines flew this
route in S10, S11 and S12 while SkyGreece briefly
connected the two airports in S15. Aegean Airlines
already serves two other destinations in Croatia;
Dubrovnik service was launched in S15 followed by Split
in S16.

Aer Lingus on 18 May made its inaugural flight from
Dublin to Seattle-Tacoma in the state of Washington. It
will operate A330-200s on the route, which becomes the
airline’s 12th destination in the US. Flights will operate 4weekly in summer and 3-weekly in winter. The route is
potentially good news for local rival Ryanair, as it will
enable its staff to collect its regular supply of Seattlebuilt, factory fresh 737-800s more easily. Aer Lingus
already serves two other destinations on the US West
Coast; Los Angeles and San Francisco are both served
with daily flights this summer. Since last July Aer Lingus
has increased its US network from nine to 12
destinations, having added Miami in September 2017
and Philadelphia at the start of the S18 season.

Brussels Airlines chose 12 May as the launch date for its
new weekly service between Brussels BRU and Zadar.
The Saturday service will be flown by CityJet using its
Sukhoi Superjet 100s. According to Flightradar24.com
the inaugural flight arrived two hours late in Croatia.
Brussels Airlines already serves Dubrovnik, Split and
Zagreb.

Alitalia on 12 May began weekly flights between Milan
LIN and Stockholm ARN using an A319. The Saturday
service will operate just 17 times until 1 September. The
1,690-kilometre route is already served by SAS, which
operates a year-round daily service between the two
airports. According to FlightGlobal schedules data this is
Alitalia’s only service to the Swedish capital, having
stopped flying from Rome FCO at the end of S06.
However, Flightradar24.com shows that on 12 May the
aircraft that operated the Milan to Stockholm inaugural
service operated LIN-ARN-FCO-ARN-LIN. The Rome to
Stockholm service is not bookable on the Alitalia
website, but is a full charter service.
Austrian Airlines resumed service to Japan on 15 May.
The airline’s daily service from Vienna to Tokyo NRT had
been suspended in early September 2016 due to the
economic downturn and the currency decline. Service
will now operate 5-weekly using the airline’s 777s. The
airline expects around 57,000 passengers on the route
by the end of this year, with around half of all
passengers connecting through Vienna, with the most
popular transfer destinations being Prague, Zagreb,
Innsbruck and Milan. The airline’s other long-haul
destinations in Asia are Bangkok BKK, Beijing, Hong
Kong and Shanghai PVG.

British Airways now serves the Greek airport of
Kefalonia with 2-weekly flights. The UK flag-carrier
began flights on 15 May from London LHR using its A320
fleet. While there is no direct competition from
Heathrow, six other carriers provide alternatives from
other London airports. easyJet flies daily from Gatwick,
Jet2.com offers 2-weekly from Stansted, Norwegian flies
2-weekly from Gatwick, Ryanair flies 2-weekly from
Stansted, Thomas Cook Airlines offers 3-weekly flights
spread across Gatwick and Stansted, while TUI Airways
offers 4-weekly flights spread across Gatwick, Luton and
Stansted. In total, in August there are 22-weekly flights
airBaltic continues to develop its Riga hub with the
addition of two new connections in the last fortnight. On
14 May it began 2-weekly flights to Sochi/Adler using its
737-500s. It previously served the route between June
and December 2008. Flights depart Riga at 23:15 on
Mondays and Fridays arriving in Russia at 02:25 the
following morning. Return flights leave Sochi/Adler on
Tuesdays and Saturdays at 03:20 getting back to the
Latvian capital at 06:35. Then, on 21 May, airBaltic
began 2-weekly service (Mondays and Fridays) to Split in
Croatia, using the same aircraft type. Neither route is
served by any other carrier this summer. airBaltic
already serves four other destinations in Russia
(Kaliningrad, Kazan, Moscow SVO and St. Petersburg)
and two in Croatia (Dubrovnik and Rijeka). In total, the
airline will now serve over 60 destinations from Riga this
summer.
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Cobalt now serves two destinations in Switzerland with
the addition of a weekly (Sunday) service to Geneva
from Larnaka. No other carrier links these two airports.
Cobalt already serves Zurich with 2-weekly flights, a
route the airline launched in April 2017. According to
FlightGlobal schedules data the last regular services
between Geneva and Larnaka were offered by Helvetic
Airways in July and August of 2013 and 2014, and before
that by Baboo in S09 and S10.
Condor has made Phoenix its newest destination in the
US, served from its main Frankfurt base. The route,
launched on 18 May, will be served 2-weekly using the
leisure airline’s 767-300s. The route was last served by
Lufthansa in January 2004. Condor will serve 11 US
destinations this summer from Frankfurt, the same as in
S17, with the new Phoenix service replacing San Diego,
which is now served by Lufthansa. Condor has also
dropped its two US routes from Munich to Las Vegas
and Seattle-Tacoma, resulting in an overall reduction in
US seat capacity this summer of around 10% according
to FlightGlobal schedules data.

Delta Air Lines on 24 May launched three new
transatlantic services. From its home base in Atlanta, the
SkyTeam carrier began daily service (until early
September) to Lisbon using 767s. From New York JFK it
began 5-weekly flights to Ponta Delgada in the Azores
flown by 757s. Again, this route is only a seasonal service
ending in early September. The most significant new
transatlantic route is Delta’s new year-round service
between Indianapolis and Paris CDG. Launched just in
time for the Indianapolis 500, and operating with flight
numbers DL 500 and DL 501, the 767-flown service is the
only transatlantic service from Indianapolis. The route
will operate daily until September when frequency is
reduced to 5-weekly and then 4-weekly from November.
Delta will operate a total of 69 transatlantic routes
during the peak summer period in S18; 24 from New
York JFK, 16 from Atlanta, six from Detroit, four from
Boston and Minneapolis/St. Paul, three from Salt Lake
City, two from Los Angeles, Portland and SeattleTacoma, and one each from Cincinnati, Indianapolis,
New York EWR, Orlando, Pittsburgh and Raleigh/
Durham. This is one more than in S17, having added six
new routes but dropped five (JFK to Moscow SVO and
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Latest European route news
Stockholm ARN, Philadelphia to London LHR and Paris
CDG, and Newark to Amsterdam).
Eurowings began serving Mostar in Bosnia &
Herzegovina on 16 May. On that day the carrier
launched weekly (Wednesday) service from Düsseldorf
using Q400s. Three days later Eurowings began a second
service to Mostar, this time from Stuttgart. Both routes
will see frequency increase to 2-weekly from mid-July.
Neither route faces direct competition. Mostar Airport
handled 43,000 passengers in 2017 and welcomes a
number of seasonal charter flights, mainly from Italy.
Apart from these two new Eurowings routes, Croatia
Airlines began 2-weekly flights from Zagreb on 3 May,
also using Q400s.

Finnair, in partnership with Widerøe, has added two
new Norwegian destinations to its network from
Helsinki. On 15 May, daily services were launched to
Bergen while on 19 May a weekly service to Tromso was
added. Both these routes will be flown on behalf of
Finnair by Widerøe using its new E190-E2s. Finnair
already serves Oslo with up to 4-daily flights. Finnair also
launched a new Chinese route on 13 May with the
introduction of a 3-weekly service to Nanjing. The
oneworld carrier already serves Beijing (daily),
Chongqing (4-weekly), Guangzhou (4-weekly), Shanghai
PVG (daily) and Xi’an (3-weekly), as well as Hong Kong
(10-weekly). Handling 25.8 million passengers in 2017,
Nanjing ranked as China’s 11th busiest airport. From
Europe it is also served non-stop by Lufthansa from
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Frankfurt with 5-weekly flights. Finnair’s other new
routes from Helsinki for S18 are Lisbon, Minsk and
Stuttgart with Kaunas (a temporary replacement for
Vilnius last summer) the only dropped route.

Germania now serves Bastia in Corsica after launching
weekly (Saturday) flights from both Dresden and
Nuremberg on 19 May. The former is operated using the
airline’s 737s while the latter is flown using Airbus
aircraft. The airline advertises one-way flights on both
routes from €82. These are Germania’s only flights
between Germany and France. It does serve Paris but
only from Pristina, while from Toulouse it offers flights
to Agadir, Oujda and Tangier in Morocco, Dubrovnik
and Funchal. Germania becomes the third airline to
connect Germany to Bastia, as Lufthansa already offers
flights from Frankfurt and Munich, and Eurowings

operates service from Berlin TXL, Cologne Bonn,
Düsseldorf, Hamburg and Stuttgart.
Icelandair continues to grow its US network. Cleveland
(5-weekly from 16 May) and Kansas City (3-weekly from
25 May) are the carrier’s latest US destinations. The
Cleveland route will be served by the airline’s new 737
MAX 8s and goes head-to-head with WOW air’s recently
launched service. The Kansas City route, served by
Icelandair’s 757s, faces no competition. In fact, this
becomes the US airport’s first ever regular, scheduled
transatlantic service. With more new US routes to
Baltimore/Washington, Dallas/Fort Worth and San
Francisco starting shortly, Icelandair will be serving a
total of 16 US destinations this summer, up from 11 in
S17.

Jet2.com has taken over a former Monarch Airlines
route from Birmingham. On 25 May, the leisure airline
began 2-weekly service (Mondays and Fridays) to Venice
VCE using its 737-800s. Jet2.com already serves Venice
VCE from three of its other UK bases; Manchester (5weekly), Edinburgh (2-weekly) and Leeds Bradford (2weekly). Having only opened its Birmingham base at the
beginning of S17, Jet2.com will serve 33 destinations
from the airport in S18 with 125 weekly flights, up from
15 routes and 57 weekly flights in S17.
KLM added Växjö to its network with the launch of daily
flights from Amsterdam on 14 May. The service will be
operated by KLM Cityhopper using its E175s. Located in
southern Sweden and around three hours drive from
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Copenhagen, Växjö is a university town with a
population of less than 100,000 people. Last year the
airport handled 242,000 passengers, which was 41%
more than in 2016, in part thanks to new services from
Ryanair (to Gdansk) and Wizz Air (to Skopje and Tuzla).
The original headquarters of IKEA, in Älmhult, is less than
an hour’s drive from Växjö. This becomes KLM’s fourth
destination in Sweden, as it already serves Gothenburg
and Stockholm ARN with up to 6-daily flights and
Linkoping with up to 3-daily flights.

LOT Polish Airlines has resumed service to Singapore
after a gap of over 20 years. On 15 May the Star Alliance
carrier began 3-weekly service (increasing to 4-weekly
from July) from Warsaw WAW using its 787-8s. This
raises to nine the number of long-haul destinations
served by LOT from Warsaw; five in North America
(Chicago, Los Angeles, New York EWR, New York JFK
and Toronto) and four in Asia (Beijing, Seoul, Singapore
and Tokyo). A few days later, on 21 May, LOT began
regular, scheduled service to Kaunas in Lithuania. The
360-kilometre route will be served 6-weekly using Q400s
and faces no competition. LOT did operate the route for
a period last summer, but only as an alternative to
Vilnius when that airport’s runway was undergoing
maintenance.

competition from United Airlines (2-daily) and Delta Air
Lines (daily). In addition, British Airways, La Compagnie
and Norwegian connect Paris ORY with Newark, while
Air France, American Airlines, Delta Air Lines,
Norwegian and XL Airways France all serve New York
JFK from one, or both, of Paris’s main airports.
Qatar Airways returned to London LGW on 22 May.
Having last served the second busiest London airport
from its Doha base in May 2011, the oneworld carrier is
back with a 2-daily service using 787-8s, increasing to 16weekly. Qatar Airways already serves several
destinations in the UK; Birmingham, Cardiff, Edinburgh,
London LHR and Manchester. The Cardiff service began
on 1 May. As a result, Qatar Airways’s capacity to the UK
is up 19% this summer compared with S17, according to
analysis of FlightGlobal schedules data.

Ryanair used its fifth based aircraft at Athens to start a
further five new routes between 12 May and 16 May.
Four of these will operate just weekly (Billund,
Lappeenranta, Lodz, and Rzeszow), while Memmingen
will be served 2-weekly. The only competition comes on
the Billund route which Primera Air has just launched as
well. For Lappeenranta in Finland this is a second
Ryanair route after Milan BGY. Ryanair now serves four
destinations from Lodz and ten from Rzeszow. In
addition, Ryanair resumed service between Bristol and
Shannon on 17 May, a route it has not served since
March 2010 when flights were daily. The new service will
be operated just 2-weekly. It also resumed service
between Liverpool and Shannon on 19 May, a route the
ULCC last served in S14. Then, as now, flights are 3weekly.

Birmingham (now served by Primera Air) and Chicago to
Shannon.

Volotea has added three more routes to its panEuropean network in the last two weeks. Of the six
airports involved in the three new routes, three are in
Italy, one each in France, Croatia and Germany. The new
routes, which will all be served 2-weekly in the summer
peak connect Alghero and Naples, Milan BGY and Split,
and Munich and Montpellier. All these airports already
welcome Volotea flights from other airports.

Wizz Air has expanded operations from its Kutaisi base
in Georgia with the start of five new routes between 17
May and 19 May. This is as a result of having a second
based A320 at the airport. The ULCC now serves Athens,
Prague and Rome FCO with 2-weekly flights and
Barcelona and Paris BVA with 3-weekly service. None of
these routes face direct competition. Elsewhere, Wizz
Air has added daily flights between London LTN and
Larnaka, competing with Blue Air (4-weekly) and TUI
Airways (weekly). Finally, in Poland, 2-weekly service has
been added between Olszytn-Mazury and Dortmund, as
well as between Szczecin and Stockholm NYO.

Luxair launched a weekly (Saturday) service to Brac in
Croatia on 19 May. The Q400 service operates until 13
October. It becomes the airline’s third route from
Luxembourg to Croatia, as it already serves Dubrovnik (2
-weekly) and Zadar (weekly).
Primera Air has had an important couple of weeks. The
leisure airline launched its first routes from Birmingham;
operating daily this summer to Malaga and Palma de
Mallorca using 737-800s. The Malaga route is already
well served by Jet2.com and Ryanair with daily flights,
TUI Airways (4-weekly) and British Airways (weekly).
Last summer, there were three other carriers in the
market as well; Monarch Airlines, Norwegian and
Vueling. The Palma route is served by the same carriers
as the Malaga route plus Thomas Cook Airlines. Again,
Monarch served this route in S17. Primera Air also
launched flights to New York EWR from Birmingham
using a National Airlines 757 for now. This route was
served daily last year by United Airlines.
Elsewhere, Primera Air also launched new transatlantic
routes from London STN to Boston (4-weekly from 18
May) and from Paris CDG to New York EWR (daily from
18 May). On the Boston route there is no direct
competition, though British Airways (4-daily from
Heathrow), Delta Air Lines (daily from Heathrow),
Norwegian (daily from Gatwick) and Virgin Atlantic
(daily from Heathrow) all operate non-stop flights from
other London airports. On the Paris route there is direct
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Thomas Cook Airlines has launched several new routes
in the last fortnight between UK airports and various
destinations in and around the Mediterranean. There are
new routes from Belfast BFS (to Antalya), Birmingham
(to Varna), Bristol (to Bourgas and Kos), London LGW (to
Split), Manchester (to Dubrovnik, Santa Clara in Cuba
and Varna) and Norwich (to Dalaman). This summer, the
airline’s biggest bases of operation in the UK are
Manchester, London LGW, Birmingham, Glasgow GLA
and Newcastle. Its leading destinations for seat capacity
in S18 are Dalaman, Antalya and Palma de Mallorca.
United Airlines made 23 May the day to launch two
new, seasonal, transatlantic routes, one each to Iceland
and the UK. The Star Alliance carrier is now flying daily
between New York EWR and Reykjavik KEF, a route
already flown by WOW air (12-weekly) and Icelandair
(daily). The other new route between Washington IAD
and Edinburgh, is not served by any other carrier and
becomes the only direct air link between the capitals of
Scotland and the USA. United has launched a total of five
new transatlantic routes this summer (the others being
Denver to London LHR, New York EWR to Porto and San
Francisco to Zurich) and dropped two; Newark to
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WOW air continues to launch new US routes and has
added two more in the last fortnight. On 17 May the
Icelandic carrier began 5-weekly service from Reykjavik
KEF to St. Louis, followed on 23 May by 3-weekly service
to Dallas/Fort Worth. For St. Louis, this is the first
transatlantic service since American Airlines ended daily
service to London LGW in October 2003. WOW air will
use its A321s on the route. The Texas connection will
soon be served by no fewer than three carriers, as
American Airlines (daily from 7 June) and Icelandair (4weekly from 30 May) will soon be starting their own
service between the two airports. WOW air will operate
its widebody A330-300s on this route.
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Latest European airport traffic statistics
Data published here has been made public between 14 May and 25 May 2018.
Country

Sources: Individual airports, airport authorities, government statistics and ACI Europe. (YTD: Year to date)

Austria

April: Innsbruck pax -19.4% to 73,452. YTD: pax -5.9% to 610k.

Belgium

April: Brussels BRU pax +5.0% to 2.25m; Brussels CRL pax +8.0% to 743k; Ostend pax +38.2% to 33,779; Antwerp pax +10.8% to 27,286.
YTD (Apr): Brussels BRU pax +5.1% to 7.49m; Brussels CRL pax +7.0% to 2.37m; Antwerp pax +12.4% to 90,127; Ostend pax +24.5% to 85,380.

Bulgaria

April: All airports pax +13.9% to 732k; Sofia pax +7.6% to 607k; Varna pax +32.7% to 77,169; Bourgas pax +135.9% to 47,252.
YTD (Apr): All airports pax +12.1% to 2.48m; Sofia pax +6.5% to 2.14m; Varna pax +68.6% to 256k; Bourgas pax +61.8%% to 84,862.

Denmark

April: Copenhagen pax +3.2% to 2.50m, Europe +2.8%, Intercont. +2.8%, Domestic +11.0%, movements +5.9%, London -3%, Stockholm +9%, Oslo -2%.
YTD (Apr): Copenhagen pax +1.2% to 8.76m, Europe +0.4%, Intercont. +8.1%, Domestic -1.8%, movements +0.8%, London -9%, Stockholm -2%, Oslo -3%.

Finland

April: All airports pax +12.3% to 2.03m, International pax +12.8%, Domestic pax +10.8%; Helsinki pax 11.9% to 1.68m; Oulu pax +16.8% to 95,668.
YTD (Apr): All airports pax +12.3% to 7.93m, International pax +13.3%, Domestic pax +9.9%; Helsinki pax 12.2% to 6.35m; Oulu pax +6.8% to 353k.

France

April: Paris CDG pax -3.5% to 5.75m; Paris ORY pax +3.6% to 2.96m; Toulouse pax +5.3% to 851k; Montpellier pax -1.7% to 152k; Bastia pax -5.5% to 107k;
Biarritz pax -1.4% to 94,730.
YTD (Apr): Paris CDG pax +2.3% to 21.34m; Paris ORY pax +2.4% to 10.17m; Toulouse pax +5.7% to 2.97m; Montpellier pax +4.7% to 525k; Biarritz pax -2.2% to
294k; Bastia pax +0.8% to 282k.

Germany

April: Frankfurt pax +5.8% to 5.74m; Munich +2.0% to 3.80m; Berlin TXL pax -8.8% to 1.65m; Hamburg pax -2.1% to 1.43m; Berlin SXF pax +0.9% to 1.12m;
Hannover pax +5.8% to 491k; Nuremberg pax -0.4% to 331k.
YTD (Apr): Frankfurt pax +8.7% to 20.17m; Munich +2.0% to 13.38m; Berlin TXL pax -8.0% to 5.63m; Hamburg pax -0.7% to 4.98m; Berlin SXF pax +1.5% to 3.95m;
Hannover pax +7.6% to 1.55m; Nuremberg pax +5.9% to 1.13m.

Gibraltar

April: Gibraltar pax -34.4% to 37,391. YTD: pax -34.0% to 113k.

Greece

April: Thessaloniki pax +10.1% to 522k; Rhodes pax -4.5% to 196k; Chania pax +5.6% to 194k; Santorini pax +25.5% to 126k; Corfu pax +38.3% to 113k.
YTD (Apr): Thessaloniki pax -3.0% to 1.51m; Rhodes pax +1.7% to 381k; Chania pax -13.2% to 348k; Santorini pax +19.4% to 241k; Corfu pax +38.1% to 183k.

Hungary

April: Debrecen pax +30.1%% to 28,895. YTD: pax +28.8% to 102k.

Iceland

April: All airports pax +4.8% to 713k; Reykjavik KEF pax +5.0% to 650k; Reykjavik RKV pax -1.8% to 30,178; Akureyri pax +1.6% to 16,957.
YTD (Apr): All airports pax +10.6% to 2.68m; Reykjavik KEF pax +11.6% to 2.44m; Reykjavik RKV pax -3.0% to 116k; Akureyri pax +7.5% to 67,374.

Ireland

April: Shannon pax +7.3% to 147k; Knock pax -1.0% to 68,966.
YTD (Apr): Shannon pax +5.7% to 465k; Knock pax -0.5% to 200k.

Malta

April: Malta pax +11.4% to 591k. YTD: pax +16.6% to 1.76m.

Netherlands

April: Amsterdam pax +3.0% to 6.02m, O&D pax +4.7% to 3.92m, transfer pax +0.2% to 2.10m, flights +0.0%; Rotterdam pax -6.0% to 147k.
YTD (Apr): Amsterdam pax +6.7% to 21.26m, O&D pax +7.1% to 13.08m, transfer pax +6.3% to 8.14m, flights +2.5%; Rotterdam pax -6.4% to 452k.

Norway

April: All airports pax +7.4% to 4.72m, domestic pax +12.3% to 2.75m, international pax +1.4% to 1.87m.
April (Top 4 airports): Oslo OSL pax +6.9% to 2.35m; Bergen pax +7.8% to 513k; Trondheim pax +7.8% to 372k; Stavanger pax +8.6% to 351k.
YTD (Apr): All airports pax +2.9% to 17.14m, domestic pax +2.2% to 10.03m, international pax +4.4% to 6.74m.
YTD (Apr): Oslo OSL pax +3.8% to 8.48m; Bergen pax +3.3% to 1.82m; Trondheim pax -1.1% to 1.35m; Stavanger pax +2.7% to 1.28m.

Poland

April: Warsaw WAW pax +14.8% to 1.34m; Krakow pax +19.2% to 579k; Katowice pax +24.1% to 294k; Wroclaw pax +17.3% to 255k; Poznan pax +43.1% to 161k;
Rzeszow pax +14.4% to 61,142; Lublin pax +29.9% to 43,311; Bydgoszcz pax +31.9% to 34,931.
YTD (Apr): Warsaw WAW pax +14.8% to 4.75m; Krakow pax +20.4% to 1.99m; Katowice pax +24.7% to 1.01m; Wroclaw pax +11.2% to 861k; Poznan pax +34.4%
to 566k; Rzeszow pax +6.8% to 213k; Lublin pax +46.4% to 154k; Bydgoszcz pax +28.2% to 111k.

Romania

April: Iasi pax +5.3% to 92,493. YTD: pax +3.5% to 332k.

Russia

April: St. Petersburg pax +11.8% to 1.28m. YTD: pax +9.5% to 4.46m

Slovenia

April: Ljubljana pax +19.4% to 158k. YTD: pax +15.8% to 487k.

Spain

April: All airports pax +2.9% to 21.63m, flights +5.4% to 190k.
April (Top 5 airports): Madrid pax +7.0% to 4.80m; Barcelona pax +3.1% to 4.24m; Palma de Mallorca pax -1.2% to 2.20m; Malaga pax +0.1% to 1.70m;
Alicante pax -0.5% 1.22m. Other notable (>20%): El Hierro +37.3%, Pamplona +32.9%, Granada +23.4%, Seville +22.4%.
YTD (Apr): All airports pax +7.6% to 71.52m, flights +6.5% to 647k.
YTD (Apr) (Top 5 airports): Madrid pax +8.2% to 17.43m; Barcelona pax +7.5% to 14.17m; Palma de Mallorca pax +5.5% to 4.96m; Malaga pax +4.6% to 4.89m;
Gran Canaria pax +5.4% to 4.69m. Other notable (>20%): Vitoria +265%, El Hierro +43.7%, Granada +29.0%, Seville +27.8%, Pamplona +26.4%, Valencia +25.0%,
Santander +23.6%, Tenerife TFN +20.4%.

Sweden

April: Top 22 airports pax +2.9% to 3.89m. Stockholm ARN pax +2.6% to 2.23m; Gothenburg pax +1.8% to 558k; Stockholm BMA pax +2.2% to 215k; Stockholm
NYO pax +8.9% to 207k; Malmö pax +4.9% to 187k; Lulea pax +4.0% to 94,576; Umea pax -1.7% to 84,401.
YTD (Apr): Top 22 airports pax +3.1% to 14.09m. Stockholm ARN pax +3.1% to 8.08m; Gothenburg pax +2.7% to 2.00m; Stockholm BMA pax -1.5% to 802k;
Malmö pax +0.3% to 671k; Stockholm NYO pax +14.3% to 616k; Lulea pax +0.5% to 377k; Umea pax -0.8% to 327k.

Switzerland

April: Zurich pax +6.6% to 2.70m; Geneva pax +0.4% to 1.53m.
YTD (Apr): Zurich pax +5.9% to 9.08m; Geneva pax +2.0% to 6.13m.

Turkey

April: All airports (DHMI) pax +15.4% to 16.97m; Istanbul IST pax +10.3% to 5.98m; Istanbul SAW pax +10.5% to 2.89m; Antalya pax +22.1% to 1.75m; Ankara pax
+31.0% to 1.50m; Izmir pax +10.2% to 1.12m; Adana pax +11.7% to 518k; Trabzon pax +10.0% to 345k; Gaziantep pax -2.5% to 264k.
YTD (Apr): All airports (DHMI) pax +19.6% to 60.06m; Istanbul IST pax +18.5% to 21.52m; Istanbul SAW pax +17.3% to 10.70m; Ankara pax +38.4% to 5.94m;
Antalya pax +19.5% to 4.23m; Izmir pax +15.3% to 4.22m; Adana pax +10.8% to 1.96m; Trabzon pax +11.7% to 1.25m; Gaziantep pax +2.5% to 975k.

Ukraine

April: Kiev IEV pax +53.4% to 184k; Lviv pax +57.0% to 105k.
YTD (Apr): Kiev IEV pax +51.3% to 626k; Lviv pax +50.6% to 345k.

UK

April: London LHR pax -2.2% to 6.58m (Europe -1.3%, N America -3.9%, Asia/Pacific -3.9%, Mid East -3.9%, domestic +0.8%), flights +1.0%
April: London LGW pax -1.4% to 3.74m (Europe scheduled -3.9%, domestic -11.3%, N Atlantic +32.5%, other long-haul +12.6%, Ireland -0.6%), flights -1.2%.
April: Manchester pax -1.7% to 2.21m; Edinburgh pax +5.8% to 1.21m.
YTD (Apr): London LHR pax +1.6% to 24.27m (Europe +1.4%, N America +0.4%, Asia/Pacific +1.9%, Mid East +1.5%, domestic +2.2%), flights -0.9%
YTD (Apr): London LGW pax +0.8% to 13.05m; Manchester pax +0.7% to 7.55m; Edinburgh pax +4.2% to 3.85m.

NOTE

Because Easter fell in late March and the very beginning of April in 2018, compared with late April in 2017, this has distorted some airport passenger figures
more than others.
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Belfast BFS, Edinburgh and Glasgow; Manchester to Belfast already has a UK AOC and flies to Croatia, Greece, Italy,
BFS; and Glasgow and Manchester to City of Derry in Portugal and Spain as well as its home Nordic market.
Northern Ireland.
Of the 27 EU markets from the UK, Ryanair was the leading
carrier in nine of them while easyJet was number one in six
Ryanair is #1 carrier between UK and Europe
Across all 27 EU country markets from the UK, Ryanair markets; Croatia, Czech Republic, France, Greece, Portugal
offered more seats (23.2 million) last year than any other and Slovenia. Wizz Air was the biggest carrier not only in
carrier, significantly ahead of easyJet (17.8 million) and Hungary, but also in Bulgaria and Romania. Maybe
British Airways (14.0 million). In the graph, the red bars are surprisingly, British Airways was the leading carrier in just
airlines that are clearly flag-carriers while the purple bars two, Austria and Sweden.
are carriers either based in the UK or are operating the Foreign flag-carriers came top in Belgium (Brussels
majority of their capacity from their home market, such as Airlines), Denmark (SAS), Finland (Finnair), Germany
(Lufthansa), Luxembourg (Luxair) and the Netherlands
Germany for Eurowings and Spain for Vueling.
Airlines shown in green are operating a significant share of (KLM). That just leaves the curious case of the Cyprus
their capacity from UK airports to EU countries that are market, where the leading airline in 2017 was TUI Airways
not where the airline is based. Like Wizz Air, Norwegian (formerly known as Thomson Airways and Thomsonfly).

Some French and Polish airports rely heavily on Ryanair
While there is no reason to believe that Ryanair might lose
its rights to serve the EU (other than Ireland) from the UK
in a post-Brexit scenario, if for some reason it did, a
number of smaller European airports would definitely be
impacted heavily.
For example, 95% of Dinard’s scheduled seat capacity in
2017 was on two Ryanair service to London STN and East
Midlands. In Limoges, 71% of the airport’s capacity was on
Ryanair routes to the UK, while Bergerac, Beziers and
Poitiers have over half of all capacity allocated to UK
routes flown by Ryanair. In Poland, Lodz (65%) and
Bydgoszcz (62%) have over half of all scheduled capacity
on Ryanair routes to the UK while at Olsztyn-Mazury and
Rzeszow the share is between 45% and 50%.

Country

Departing seats
from UK (2017)

Airline #1 (%)

Airline #2 (%)

Airline #3 (%)

Airline #4 (%)

Austria

1 340 953

British Airways (29.7%)

easyJet (24.0%)

Austrian Airlines (20.6%)

Eurowings (7.6%)

Belgium

1 095 742

Brussels Airlines (48.2%)

British Airways (28.0%)

Ryanair (15.8%)

bmi regional (4.6%)

Bulgaria

935 778

Wizz Air (35.8%)

Ryanair (25.0%)

easyJet (12.8%)

TUI Airways (8.9%)

Croatia

919 511

easyJet (30.2%)

Jet2.com (15.0%)

British Airways (13.3%)

TUI Airways (11.4%)

Cyprus

1 684 044

TUI Airways (24.2%)

easyJet (20.1%)

Jet2.com (11.6%)

Thomas Cook Airlines (11.2%)

Czech Republic

1 168 609

easyJet (27.6%)

British Airways (23.4%)

Ryanair (21.3%)

Jet2.com (8.2%)

Denmark

2 278 991

SAS (24.5%)

Ryanair (21.9%)

British Airways (20.2%)

Norwegian (16.8%)

Estonia

72 486

Ryanair (55.8%)

easyJet (25.2%)

British Airways (19.0%)

Finland

758 916

Finnair (58.9%)

Norwegian (17.7%)

British Airways (15.9%)

TUI Airways (4.3%)

France

7 737 178

easyJet (31.5%)

British Airways (22.7%)

Ryanair (16.1%)

Air France (12.5%)

Germany

9 950 162

Lufthansa (23.2%)

British Airways (22.4%)

Ryanair (16.0%)

easyJet (14.8%)

Greece

3 796 132

easyJet (23.3%)

TUI Airways (21.3%)

Thomas Cook Airlines (16.9%)

British Airways (10.8%)

Hungary

1 196 940

Wizz Air (39.8%)

Ryanair (25.5%)

British Airways (17.3%)

easyJet (7.4%)

Ireland

8 044 537

Ryanair (50.8%)

Aer Lingus (36.8%)

British Airways (6.9%)

Flybe (3.9%)

Italy

8 830 238

Ryanair (28.7%)

easyJet (27.2%)

British Airways (24.3%)

Alitalia (5.6%)

Latvia

462 537

Ryanair (50.6%)

Wizz Air (32.4%)

airBaltic (17.0%)

Lithuania

572 860

Ryanair (57.1%)

Wizz Air (42.9%)

Luxembourg

405 100

Luxair (34.5%)

British Airways (30.0%)

Ryanair (16.8%)

Flybe (9.3%)

Malta

824 074

Ryanair (40.5%)

Air Malta (22.0%)

easyJet (18.2%)

British Airways (6.1%)

Netherlands

6 574 131

KLM (43.3%)

easyJet (26.3%)

British Airways (14.6%)

Flybe (8.4%)

Poland

4 379 900

Ryanair (53.5%)

Wizz Air (32.3%)

easyJet (5.1%)

LOT Polish Airlines (4.1%)

Portugal

4 686 041

easyJet (27.2%)

Ryanair (25.1%)

TAP Portugal (12.5%)

Monarch Airlines (10.6%)

Romania

1 660 131

Wizz Air (51.9%)

Blue Air (21.0%)

Ryanair (13.6%)

British Airways (8.0%)

Slovakia

330 777

Ryanair (61.3%)

Wizz Air (38.7%)

Slovenia

138 556

easyJet (70.2%)

Wizz Air (27.0%)

Adria Airways (2.7%)

Spain

25 057 371

Ryanair (25.3%)

easyJet (20.9%)

Jet2.com (11.8%)

TUI Airways (10.7%)

Sweden

1 794 868

British Airways (30.2%)

Norwegian (25.4%)

SAS (25.0%)

Ryanair (15.0%)

Source: The ANKER Report analysis of FlightGlobal schedules data for 2017.
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